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Gaian’s Monthly Newsletter

July 1st – National Doctors’ Day

National Doctor’s Day is celebrated on the 1st of July

every year by the Indian Medical Association (IMA) to

appreciate and acknowledge the blood, sweat, and

tears put in by the doctors of our country towards the

service of their patients.

IMA celebrates it on July 1st as a tribute to the legendary

physician, late Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy, who later went

on to become the Chief Minister of West Bengal in the

year of 1948. He was also part of the Indian Freedom

Struggle. With all his contributions to the Indian Freedom

Struggle, Indian Healthcare, and Politics, he was given

the highest civilian award of India, the Bharat Ratna.

During the pandemic, we saw the lapses in our

Healthcare System and the importance of a better,

refined one. And the battle with this pandemic was

fought by the doctors of our nation, along with the other

frontline workers. Therefore, we thank and salute them for

the absolute show of courage and hard work they

showed in our battle with COVID 19.

Sites to gather more 

information about Bharat 

Ratna Dr. Bidhan Chandra 

Roy, National Doctor’s Day, 

and the bravery of our 

Doctors during the Pandemic:

1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wi

ki/Bidhan_Chandra_Roy

2. https://timesofindia.indiati

mes.com/india/rememberi

ng-dr-bidhan-chandra-roy-

why-india-celebrates-

national-doctors-day-on-

july-

1/articleshow/76722525.cm

s

3. https://www.aljazeera.co

m/news/2021/6/3/indian-

doctors-fighting-covid-

overworked-stressed-

frightened

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bidhan_Chandra_Roy
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/remembering-dr-bidhan-chandra-roy-why-india-celebrates-national-doctors-day-on-july-1/articleshow/76722525.cms
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/6/3/indian-doctors-fighting-covid-overworked-stressed-frightened
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Ravi Teja Potluri
11th of July, 2016.

5 years.

Founder & CEO

We are always on the 
hunt for exceptional 
talent like you. To top 
that off, this year, we 
are hiring aggressively 
to expand globally, 
build better, and 
develop new ideas. 
And there are no 
better brand 
ambassadors of the 
Gaian Family than all 
of you. So, refer your 
friends and earn 
rewards up to 
₹1,00,000/-.

Current Open 
Positions:

• Backend/Java 
Developer

• Technical Support 
Engineer

• Sr. Technical Writer
• Professional Services 

Engineer
• QA Engineer Manual
• IT Manager
• Frontend Architect
• QA Automation 

engineer
• DevOps Engineer
• Business Analyst
• Embedded Multi Media 

Developer

We 
are 

Growing!
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As of July 2021, India is the third country to surpass 400,000+

deaths due to COVID 19. Although the number of cases is

going down, doesn’t mean we let our guard down. There is a

third wave incoming and the only way to stop it, is to be

aware. Aware of COVID protocols and follow them, aware of

the vaccination drives and centers, aware of what harm the

pandemic has brought to lakhs of families. As they say,

“Prevention is better than cure.” Take your vaccination on

time, follow the COVID-19 protocols strictly, so that we can

stop the Third Wave before it tries to bring havoc.

Three Cheers to you

They say,” “There are no shortcuts to any place worth going.”
You have shown us what it takes to be dedicated to your work.

We, all of us at Gaian, celebrate your efforts and dedication 
towards the growth of Gaian and are thankful to you.

Take a bow!

#COVID19Update

Sites to visit for information: 
https://www.mohfw.gov.in/covid_vaccination/vaccination/index.html

https://www.mohfw.gov.in/pdf/Guidelinestobefollowedondetectionofsu
spectorconfirmedCOVID19case.pdf

https://www.mohfw.gov.in/covid_vaccination/vaccination/index.html
https://www.mohfw.gov.in/pdf/GuidelinestobefollowedondetectionofsuspectorconfirmedCOVID19case.pdf


Geek Talk by Manjusha Doddi, Senior MTS - I
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The current Android framework which is available to handle multithreading

leads to callback hells and blocking states because we do not have any other

simple way to guarantee thread-safe execution.

Android apps run as a single process on your phone’s OS. A process can contain

many threads: it will have a special main thread, and it can also have many

background threads. By default, your application code will run on the main

thread, also called the UI thread because that’s where the Android system will

draw your app’s UI 60 times per second.

Coroutines, a very efficient and complete framework to manage concurrency in

a more performant and simple way.

What are Coroutines?

Coroutines = Co + Routines

Here, Co means cooperation and Routines means functions.

It means that when functions cooperate with each other, we call it as

Coroutines.

Here, functionA will do the taskA1 and give control to the functionB to execute

the taskB1. Then, functionB will do the taskB1 and give the control back to the

functionA to execute the taskA2 and so on. The important thing is that functionA

and functionB are cooperating with each other. With Kotlin Coroutines, the

above cooperation can be done very easily which is without the use of when or

switch case.

A few of the possibilities are as follows:

• It can execute a few lines of functionA and then execute a few lines of

functionB and then again a few lines of functionA and so on. This will be

helpful when a thread is sitting idle not doing anything, in that case, it can

execute a few lines of another function. This way, it can take the full

advantage of thread. Ultimately the cooperation helps in multitasking.

• It will enable writing asynchronous code in a synchronous way. We will talk

about this later in this article.

Kotlin Coroutines
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Overall, the Coroutines make multitasking very easy.

So, we can say that Coroutines and the threads both are multitasking. But the

difference is that threads are managed by the OS and coroutines by the users as it

can execute a few lines of function by taking advantage of the cooperation.

It's an optimized framework written over the actual threading by taking advantage

of the cooperative nature of functions to make it light and yet powerful. So, we can

say that Coroutines are lightweight threads. A lightweight thread means it doesn’t

map on the native thread, so it doesn’t require context switching on the processor, so

they are faster.

Coroutines are available in many languages. Basically, there are two types of

Coroutines:

• Stackless

• Stackful

Kotlin implements stackless coroutines — it means that the coroutines don’t have

their own stack, so they don’t map on the native thread.

1. In Delhi, an all-women team from IIT Delhi developed a novel strategy to treat

Fungal Eye Infections.

2. In Karnataka, a lady named Karen Martin used a 100 year-old recipe from her

Grandmother’s Recipe book, who has an Anglo-Indian heritage, and turned into

a lockdown-business success story.

3. In Jharkhand, the state police have taken up an initiative to create a gadget

bank to facilitate online classes for underprivileged kids.

4. In Telangana, a social activist, named Azhar Maqsusi, was awarded the

Commonwealth Points of Light Award by the United Kingdom for ‘Hunger has no

religion’ initiative that feeds about 1,500 people everyday in five cities across

India.

5. In Maharashtra, a volunteer Social Worker named Ashok Kurmi spreads awareness

about COVID 19 among the slum kids dressed up as a clown to grab their

attention.

6. In Kerala, Rs. 18 Crore was raised via crowdfunding to save an 18 year-old child

who requires a dose of Zolgensma, one of the most costliest drugs in the world.

7. In Odisha, Dipika Bajpai, an IFS officer, started a Twitter campaign and went on to

lift Pattachitra artists of Odisha, who ended up in a financial crisis due to the

Pandemic, out of it by bridging the gap between Buyers and Sellers.

In other positive news!!!

Want to write the next Geek Talk? Mail us at editor.innovation@gaiansolutions.com

mailto:editor.innovation@gaiansolutions.com
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Want to share some more positive news around you in the next edition? 
Mail us at: editor.innovation@gaiansolutions.com

Alisetty Pranay Kumar: 
“He has done an outstanding job in testing the Shopify 
snaps.”

Satyanarayana Kada: 
“Did a good job across all the KPIs (CSAT, FDC< FWR, productivity, 

ART & Backlog management).”

Suraj Krishnamoorthy: 
“He is making a difference in the SL automation project with his 
sincere work.”

Debsankar Jana:
“Good in designing and implementation of engagement channel 

workflow and working on the delivery of multiple modules”

Anil Kumar Chandolu M Rishindra Kumar

July 2nd July 13th July 20th

Panjhazari Vyshnavi Jagadeeswaari Padam Suresh Borra
July 23rd July 27th July 28th

It’s Your Birthday

Kamal Kumar M

mailto:editor.innovation@gaiansolutions.com


Mohd. Zafar Iqbal Kamal Kumar M

July 1st July 1st July 2nd

Surendra Babu 

Botlagunta

Subhan Molla Pranesh Kumar

July 4th July 6th July 9th

Work Anniversaries

Manjusha Doddi

Mehraj Dawlekar

July 10th

July 15th
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Anil Vemulapally

July 16th

Vamsi Velaga

July 16th

Atluri Vidya Priyadarshini

Uma Soni

July 23rd

July 23rd

Debsankar Jana

July 23rd

Sunil Kumar 

Darshanam

July 27th

Syed Nazer Uddin 

Hussaini

Priyanka Dhondi

July 27th

July 30th

Srinivasarao Reddy Chaitanya Gaddada

July 2nd
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A warm welcome to our New Joiners

Soham Mitra

Technical Support Engineer
Tech Support

Intrapreneur of the Month

Question:

As we saw COVID 19 sweeping masses under its wings of
destruction, and the Government taking up to Social Media,
Websites, and Apps to spread information, tracking cases, and
speed up the vaccination process,

How do you guard against the bias and discrimination against the
ones that don’t have an internet connection or access to
smartphone?

Mail us your answer @ editor.innovation@gmail.com to feature in the next edition of

the Newsletter as the “Intrapreneur of the Month”.


